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Abstract
The open-source model of software development is an established and widely used method that has been making
inroads into several scientific disciplines which use software, thereby also helping much-needed efforts at replication of scientific results. However, our own discipline of HCI
does not seem to follow this trend so far. We analyze the
entire body of papers from CHI 2016 and CHI 2017 regarding open-source releases, and compare our results with the
discipline of bioinformatics. Based on our comparison, we
suggest future directions for publication practices in HCI in
order to improve scientific rigor and replicability.
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Introduction
Many research results are not reproducible [7] and may
consequently be incorrect. The shock waves of this "replication crisis" can be felt across the sciences. As a result,
empirical disciplines such as psychology and the life sciences are trying to adapt their analysis methods and publication requirements, e.g. by using open datasets where

possible and by requiring the release of raw data and analysis software. The entirety of these efforts is sometimes
subsumed under the term "open science", as discussed by
Ben Marwick [14]. While there are noticeable differences
between individual disciplines regarding what is actually
meant by "open data" as analyzed by Pasquetto et al. [16],
a general agreement is that at least raw data and experimental descriptions as well as all software used for filtering,
processing and analyzing the data should be included.

As HCI is centered on computing artifacts, a particularly
interesting subset of this topic is the relation between opensource software/hardware and HCI research: how is it
used, and how is it contributed to? How are efforts at replication hindered by lack of source code and data? How can
the open-source model help with current questions about
the publishing process? These are the questions we discuss in this paper.

Open Source in HCI
There is even some disagreement about what the terms
"reproducibility" or "replicability" by themselves mean [9].
Generally, "reproducibility" is assumed to refer to the ability
to re-run statistical analyses on the original raw data and
arrive at the same conclusions, while "replicability" refers
to the ability to re-execute the experiment, ideally under
identical conditions, and thereby collect a new, raw dataset
that remains comparable to the first one.
In this paper, we look at the extent by which the replication
crisis affects a field like HCI that also involves a significant
number of software artifacts. Of course, this is also related
to the larger question of whether HCI itself can be classified as a "science", a "discipline" or something else entirely
(for a more detailed look at this topic, we refer to Dix [5]
and Reeves [18]). Independent of this philosophical discussion, others have asked similar questions about replicability
before: for example, this was discussed at the RepliCHI
series of panels, SIGs and workshops at CHI 2012 - 2014
[23, 25, 24]. Unfortunately, no further structured discussion
of this topic seems to have taken place in the last years.
Since 2016, SIGCHI recommends to provide supplementary material for ACM publications [15] in order to improve
replicability. A related topic, focusing on transparent statistics, was also discussed as a SIG at CHI 2016 [10] and a
workshop at CHI 2017 [11].

To get an impression of how prevalent the usage of and
contribution to open-source software in HCI actually is, we
performed an automated analysis of the entire body of extended abstracts and papers from the CHI 2016 and 2017
conferences.
Our initial attempt was based on searching the PDFs for
links to popular open-source repositories such as Github,
BitBucket or Sourceforge. However, a vast number of papers include links to third-party software, and the resulting
amount of false positives was far greater than the actual
amount of open-source releases related to the paper.
Consequently, we switched to a keyword-based approach:
we first converted all PDF files into searchable plain-text
files, and then automatically located all case-insensitive instances of the keywords "free software", "open(-| )source",
"source(-| )code", "F(L)OSS"1 , and "supplement" within
these files. Files mentioning one or more of these terms
were then manually analyzed to see if they only mentioned
the concept of open source (usually in conjunction with a
library or piece of software used in the paper), or if they actually released source code to the public. Of course, it is
possible that our search terms did miss some papers where
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the authors used a different wording to refer to their released source code; however, we consider our keywords to
be suitable to match a large majority of possible wordings.
All source code and raw data for the analysis are available
on GitHub at https://github.com/mmbuw/chi-paper-analysis.
The results of our analysis are shown in table 1. Out of a
total of 1027 papers, notes and extended abstracts published at CHI 2016, only 21 individual publications in total released source code to the public. For CHI 2017, the
figures increase very slightly to 1057 total papers with 27
source code releases, although the total percentage still
remains very low. We acknowledge that some papers and
extended abstracts are dealing with topics where no source
code or similar artifacts were produced at all, such as workshop abstracts or ethnographic studies. Nevertheless, even
if we conservatively assume that 20 % of all papers belong to these categories, the amount of projects that actually released source code remains exceedingly low when
compared to the total of number of projects which have
produced or modified source code in some way. Interestingly, 24 (2016) and 40 (2017) publications referred to and
provided supplemental material, either in the ACM Digital
Library or in another online repository; however, only four
of these papers in 2016 and one in 2017 provided source
code as part of the supplement.
Given the fact that nearly 5 times as many papers at least
acknowledge and/or use open-source software in some
way, this low number is even more depressing - these projects
are "standing on the shoulders of giants" by building on
the work of countless open-source developers, but at the
same time deny others the same opportunity to build on
their own work. While open-access policies are now often
implemented for publicly-funded research, these policies
usually only focus on the publications created, and not on

the source code or datasets. An interesting and very recent addition to these policies which explicitly encourages
open-source releases is the "Federal Open Licensing Playbook" [20]. In a similar manner, the open letter of the "Public Money, Public Code" initiative [8] is advocating that any
software developed with public funds should also be available to the public as open-source.
Although there may be a wide range of reasons for this lack
of releases (e.g. anxiety that one’s own code is "not good
enough" for the public [2], not wanting to provide future support for the software, social barriers when contributing to
an existing project [19]), the most likely reason is that this
practice is not encouraged by the community. Packaging a
research project’s codebase for release will undeniably create extra work for the authors, and this work is currently not
rewarded. While individual, widely known research software
packages such as R have many volunteer contributions, the
motivations for these contributions are complex and often
not long-term, as analyzed by Mair et al. [12].

In a certain sense, this is a "chicken-and-egg" problem:
HCI, as a discipline, sometimes seems to be determined to
"reinvent the wheel" time and again instead of building on
existing work (also called "not-invented-here syndrome").
This may be part of a broader issue within HCI as identified by Marshall et al. [13]: citations to prior work are often
also not reflected upon critically, and the content of the prior
publication is not engaged with. Consequently, even if researchers do the extra work of releasing their projects as
open source, they are unlikely to be reused by other researchers and quickly become forgotten. Seeing this trend,
other researchers are not motivated to invest a significant
amount of work for what is perceived as a fruitless effort,
and even fewer projects actually get published in an open

Total
containing OS keywords
... supplemental material
releasing source code
Percentage

CHI 2016
Extended Papers/
Abstracts
Notes
567
460
50
74
2
22
12
10
2.1%
2.0%

Total
1027
124
24
22
2.0%

CHI 2017
Extended Papers/
Abstracts
Notes
458
599
33
91
4
36
6
21
1.3%
3.5%

ISMB 2016

ISMB 2017

Papers
55
24
20
36.4%

Papers
56
56
49
87.5%

Total
1057
124
40
27
2.6%

Table 1: Open-source in HCI and bioinformatics: mentions and releases

manner. As Ye and Kishida [26] as well as von Krogh et
al. [21] have found, a successful open-source community
requires both intrinsic (learning) and extrinsic (social) motivation for participants. If the extrinsic/social aspect is underrepresented (as it is currently the case in HCI), it is unlikely
that such a community will thrive or even form in the first
place..

Comparison to Bioinformatics
To put our results in context, we look to another research
field with strong connections to software. Bioinformatics has
a strong link to the "traditional" disciplines of chemistry, biology and medicine. Since medical data analysis can decide
about life and death, and OECD countries spent 59 billion
USD on life science research in one year [7], there is a lot
of pressure to address reproducibility issues in these domains. An increasing number of journals request a public
release of the underlying data and analysis source code as
a precondition to publication. The basic rule for most prestigious journals with a high rejection rate is that data and
source code must be made available to readers. Where
these rules are not codified yet, there is some pressure
by referees to ask for data publication. Some high-ranking

journals require software release, such as Nature2 and Science3 , some even under an open source license (Genome
Biology 4 ).
For purpose of our analysis, we have downloaded all articles accepted for the main bioinformatics conference,
ISMB 2016 [1] and 2017 [4]. All manuscripts are available
under an open access license and therefore on the FTP
server of PubmedCentral5 , the repository of free life science manuscripts. For 2016, 24 articles mention the words
"open source" or synonyms, as per the search terms described above, and 20 articles indicate availability of an
open source code repository, on either GitHub, SourceForge or BitBucket. For 2017, all 56 articles matched the
keywords, and an impressive 49 out of 56 papers do indeed
release their source code (we manually verified this exceptional number). While it is difficult to directly compare these
values with the ones we determined for CHI 2016/17 due
2
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to the different venue, sample size, and prevalent publication strategy, it is safe to say that a far higher percentage
of publications in bioinformatics are accompanied by an
open-source release of the software used and created by
the authors.

Counterarguments
Advocating for a stronger adoption of the open-source
approach in HCI has been met with recurring counterarguments, which we would briefly like to address here.
"I don’t have time to create an open-source project from my
research."
We believe that even a five-minute open-source release
which solely consists of a project snapshot and a license
file is better than none at all. In addition, this is likely due
to the aforementioned "chicken-and-egg" problem. If the
community would value these contributions as equal to a
published paper - or better yet, as integral part of the publication - researchers would not consider the time spent
preparing such a contribution as wasted. If the established
members of our HCI community lead by example, the required shift in perception can easily be achieved.
"Pushing for open-source will discourage companies from
participating in HCI research."
In our opinion, this argument is easily invalidated by looking at the whole industry that has developed around opensource software. Companies in this space regularly release
their software under a dual-license model in which noncommercial and research usage is covered by an open license, while commercial use requires an individual paid-for
license. Additionally, even researchers at very large companies such as Microsoft have already published research
projects as open-source - a recent example by A. Wilson is
available as [22].

"A focus on open source disregards HCI contributions which
do not create source code."
As mentioned above, we acknowledge that there is a wide
spectrum of possible research contributions in the HCI
space which do not necessarily involve writing source code.
However, within the context of this paper, we use the term
"open source" more loosely to refer to the "open source philosophy" of releasing one’s tools in general, which we consider applicable to any research contribution - e.g. authors
of an ethnographic study should also make their questionnaires, coding schemes, and other artifacts such as spreadsheets or statistical analysis scripts available to the public.

Open-Source Publishing?

Online collaboration tools such as git and GitHub have
helped create a new variant of software development, particularly in the open-source context: collaborators create a
personal clone of the entire software repository, a so-called
fork, and work on that linked copy. From time to time, interesting local changes are then submitted to the original
repository as a so-called pull request and integrated into
the primary copy at the owner’s discretion. Forks can pull
from and push to multiple other repositories, forming a directed graph comparable to citation graphs as used in "traditional" publication analysis.6
This model is not just used purely for source code anymore, but increasingly also for documentation and other
written content. So why not use it for an entire publication, including the paper itself, the source code, the data
files and all supplementary material? These components
thereby become equal and inextricably linked members
of a larger research project. Source code stops being an

6
[6] is an intentionally recursive citation designed as a test case for
such citation graph analysis tools.

afterthought, to be released maybe sometime after the paper. Interested parties can immediately create a fork of the
entire project, post comments or recommendations, integrate changes they consider necessary or useful across
all components and submit a pull request back to the original authors. An example of such an "integrated" repository
is available on GitHub at https://github.com/mmbuw/massivemobile-multiplayer/tree/master/paper.
Just as with software-only projects, a specific snapshot of
the research repository can be tagged as a release, a fixed
instance of the project that can be referred to, i.e. "cited", by
other papers or projects. One such specific instance might
be the version of paper and software that was presented at
a conference.
Some subsets of this proposal already exist in isolation.
Services like Zenodo7 offer the possibility to assign an immutable DOI to a specific release of a Github repository,
thereby allowing "traditional" publications to cite the software they use. Hypothes.is8 [17] allows users to post public
annotations and comments to any website they visit, with
a particular focus on scholarly articles. Distill9 focuses on
interactive articles that combine text and code to illustrate
machine learning topics in particular, and ReScience10 is
a novel type of journal which exclusively publishes replication studies, to be submitted with all code and discussion on
GitHub.

Discussion & Outlook
Of course, our proposed approach will open up a wide
range of questions that cannot be easily answered. Some
of these are of a technical nature, e.g. what happens if a
7
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repository URL needs to be changed? Where should such
repositories be hosted? Other questions relate to the core
of our current publishing model - e.g. how will authorship
be determined in this new approach? Is anybody who fixed
a typo in the original paper already a co-author for all future versions? How can double-blind peer review be integrated into this approach, e.g. as post-publication review?
Do we even want to continue with the double-blind review
model, or can we use this opportunity to try out different
approaches?
On the other hand, other researchers within the HCI context
have already considered alternative approaches to authorship, e.g. BD et al. at CHI 2016 [3]. Git, with its line-by-line
tracking of authorship in text-based documents, could provide a basis for the kind of fine-grained attribution of individual contributions proposed in this paper.
Although we do not yet have definite answers for the questions posed above, we are convinced that in order to thrive
as a discipline, HCI will have to adopt a more open stance.
Our proposal is to encourage a mixed approach at first,
in which traditionally-reviewed and -published papers are
also published in an open-source repository along with the
relevant data and source code, and marked as a release.
If this approach gains traction, then it may offer a path to
transforming the whole publishing model into a more open
variant.
After CHI 2018, we plan to supplement our keyword-based
analysis with a survey sent to all corresponding authors of
papers and extended abstracts to gather more fine-grained
feedback about what types of computing artifacts were generated during the course of the project, and whether they
are available to the public in some way.
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